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1. Introduction

Understanding input effects is crucial for delineating the roles of Universal Grammar and learning in grammatical development. Unlike the input effects seen in vocabulary development (Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, & Lyons, 1991; Hart & Risley, 1995), effects on grammatical development have been more difficult to identify (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Cymerman, & Levine, 2002; Huttenlocher, Waterfall, Vasilyeva, Vevea, & Hedges, 2010; see also Valian, 1995 for review). One weakness of earlier studies has been their generality. For example, Newport et al. (1977) tried to uncover relationships between ten aspects of maternal speech, some structural and some interactional, and four measures of structure in child output, as well as the ubiquitous measure of mean length of utterance (MLU). Unfortunately, a methodological problem arises when a large number of correlations are tested; the multiplicity problem (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). As Valian (1995) has pointed out, studies in the mold of Newport et al. (1977) have turned up “no robust findings” (p. 512). In contrast, Hadley, Rispoli, Fitzgerald, and Bahnsen (2011) focused on a single input variable, input informativeness for tense, based on the theoretical work of Legate and Yang (2007). Hadley et al. found that proportionately richer signaling of English tense in parental input predicted individual differences in the rate of children’s acquisition of finiteness between 21 and 30 months of age.

Another weakness of earlier studies has been a lack of control for differences in children’s developmental levels when parent input is sampled. Taking Newport et al. (1977) as an example, age and level of syntactic developmental varied in the children studied. The effects of age and prior knowledge had to be controlled statistically. In contrast, Hadley et al. (2011) identified an optimal point in time to explore input effects based on Rispoli, Hadley, and Holt’s (2009) quantitative model of growth in finiteness. Because the vast majority of children developing typically do not show emergence of finiteness morphemes at 21 months, but growth in the finiteness system is evident shortly thereafter, Hadley et al. measured input when children were 21 months old. Additionally, child vocabulary at 21 months was used to control for individual differences in development before measurable growth in finiteness began.

Although the results of Hadley et al. (2011) supported Legate and Yang’s (2007) Variational Learning (VL) hypothesis, VL is incompatible with one empirical finding of the Rispoli et al. (2009) finiteness growth model. VL predicts variation at the onset of learning. Rispoli et al. (2009) found that finiteness productivity for the group was not significantly different from zero at the centering point (i.e., 21 months) nor were there significant individual differences among children at 21 months of age. Thus, a no-intercept model was the best fit to the data. In other words, children acquiring the finiteness system of English do not vary at the onset of learning as VL predicts. Rather, productivity of finiteness marking grows gradually from zero from during the third year of life. Additionally, the VL model does not attempt to explain differences in the learning of individual finiteness morphemes, but this almost certainly exists and must be part of the process of acquiring finiteness in English. On the other hand, the Gradual Morphosyntactic Learning hypothesis (GML; Rispoli & Hadley, 2011; Rispoli, Hadley, & Holt, 2012) is compatible with a no-intercept model for the acquisition of finiteness. GML also directly addresses how the learning of individual morphemes fits into the larger picture of acquiring...
the system of marking finiteness in English and has generated specific hypotheses concerning the facilitating and non-facilitating aspects of parents’ grammatical input.

During the third year of life, children’s productivity for copula grows more rapidly than for any other morpheme in the tense / agreement suite (Hadley & Short, 2005; Rispoli et al., 2009), giving rise to the following sequence:

Copula > verb-s, Aux Do, verb-ed > Aux BE

Part of this sequence is related to sheer input token frequency. Copula BE is the most frequent morpheme class in parent input (Hadley et al., 2011; Fitzgerald, Hadley, & Rispoli, 2013). Copula BE is three times more frequent than auxiliary BE and six times more frequent than verb-s. The position of verb-s in the sequence makes it plain that token frequency explains only why copula should be first in the sequence. Rispoli et al. (2012) provided an analysis of the finiteness system based on positional and functional processing (Bock & Levelt, 1994), which was congruent with the rest of the observed sequence of emergence.

Rispoli et al. (2012) went further than an explanation of the sequence in which finiteness markers increase in productivity. They presented evidence that early productivity of copula is facilitates the productivity of other markers of the [3rd person singular subject, present tense] feature bundle (verb –s, auxiliary does). They called this mechanism cross-morpheme facilitation (see also Leonard, Camarata, Brown & Camarata, 2004). Because cross-morpheme facilitation is at play, input to the most frequent part of the finiteness system, namely copula is can indirectly affect the growth of a less frequent part of the system, namely verb-s.

In the present study, we investigate whether diversity in parents’ input for the most frequent morpheme in the finiteness system, copula is, is related to children’s acquisition of the verb-s inflection. We operationalize diversity as a type-token ratio (TTR). When transitional probabilities in the input contexts surrounding a morpheme are high, it is difficult to isolate the morpheme (Thompson & Newport, 2007). We hypothesize that low input diversity in neighboring morphemes encourages rote learning and hinders morphemic analysis, whereas high input diversity facilitates analysis. We test our hypotheses with a new investigation of the acquisition of finiteness in the third year of life, starting with parent input at 21 months and ending with an assessment of children’s acquisition of verb-s and verb past at 36 months. Our predictions are as follow:

1. The type / token ratio (TTRs) for copula is in parent input at 21 months will be positively correlated with children’s copula is productivity at 30 months.
2. Because of cross-morpheme facilitation, parents’ copula is input TTRs from 21 months will have a significant relationship with children’s accuracy on verb-s at 36 months, but NOT with verb past.

2. Method

Our participants were 42 children (21 girls), developing typically in general communication, expressive vocabulary, and phonology. All children passed the communication screening of the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (Bricker & Squires, 1999) at 21 and 24 months, had expressive vocabularies at or above the 10th percentile at 24 months on the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory: Words and Sentences (CDI; Fenson et al., 2007), and passed phonology screenings to ensure that final /s, z, t, d/ were in their phonological repertoires at 30 and 36 months (Bleile, 1995; Rice & Wexler, 2001). All families were monolingual Standard American English speakers.

The data used in the current study consisted of the CDI total vocabulary size at 21 months, child sex, a 30-min parent input sample at 21 months, a 1-hr child language sample at 30 months, and verb inflection probe scores from the Test of Early Grammatical Impairment (TEGI; Rice & Wexler, 2001) at 36 months. Child CDI vocabulary size at 21 months was a control variable. Sex was included as a control variable because girls have larger vocabularies than boys do at 21 months of age. From the 21-month input sample, we calculated our input variable, the copula is input TTR. Copula is type was based on morphemes surrounding is or’s, and operationalized in the following manner:
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(a) type for contracted ‘s was defined as the word to which ‘s was contracted (e.g., it’s what’s)
(b) type for is initial was defined as the morpheme immediately following (e.g., is that..., is the...)
(c) type for is final was defined as the morpheme preceding (e.g., there if is, you know what that is)
(d) type for full (non-contracted) is between words was the combination of preceding and succeeding words (e.g., this is a..., what is that?).

In accordance with our hypotheses, we had intermediate and long-term dependent variables. Our intermediate dependent variable was 30-month child copula is productivity score. This productivity measure was a modification of the tense agreement productivity (TAP) score first introduced in Hadley and Short (2005). The TAP scoring procedure is in effect a type-based, high frequency filter applied to children’s spontaneous productions in a 1-hr language sample. It samples across the range of finiteness morphemes (for more information on computation and validity of the TAP score, see Rispoli et al., 2009; Hadley et al., in press). For this study, we tallied only sufficiently different productions of copula is. The high-frequency filter in the TAP criteria does not allow copula is when contracted to a pronoun (he’s, what’s) to contribute to the score, because such forms are high frequency in the input. Additionally, the type basis of the TAP score criteria views is with the same subject as the same type (e.g. is that hot? that is hot). Only one token per type can contribute to the productivity score.

Our long-term dependent variables were the 36-month TEGI scores for verb-s and verb past. These probes consist of standard prompts to elicit inflected verb forms. The probes are structured in the following manner: (a) For verb-s, a picture of a person with activity or profession traits is shown to the child and the examiner says, “Here is a dancer. Tell me what a dancer does.” (b) For verb past, two pictures are shown, the first with a person in the midst of an activity and the second with the activity finished. The examiner says to the child. “Here the girl is skating. Now she’s all done. Tell me what she did”. There are ten probes in the verb-s series and 18 in the past series with ten regular and eight irregular verb targets.

3. Results

In our 21-month 30-min input samples, parents supplied between 32 and 126 tokens of copula is ($M = 74, SD = 25$), ensuring the robustness of the TTR calculation. The parents’ copula is input TTRs ranged from .15 to .47 ($M = .30, SD = .09$). There was ample variation in the dependent and the vocabulary control variable as well (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Type</th>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent:</td>
<td>Parent Input</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Copula is TTR (21 mo.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent:</td>
<td>Copula is productivity (30 mo.)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEGI Verb-s (36 mo.)</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>33.9%</td>
<td>0-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEGI Verb Past (36 mo.)</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>0-93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Variable</td>
<td>Child CDI total vocabulary (21 mo.)</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>37-622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parents’ copula is input TTR at 21 months was significantly related to the children’s copula is productivity at 30 months, $r = .468, p = .002$. When we view a scatterplot of these data, we see that one child had a copula is productivity of 10 at 30 months, and that the next highest productivity score was six. To guard against the influence of this possible outlier, the data point was removed and the correlation was rerun with 41 children. The correlation remained significant, $r = .404, p < .01$. 
Recall that the TEGI verb probe scores were our long-term dependent variables. Two hierarchical multiple regressions were conducted using verb-\textit{s} and past tense TEGI scores as dependent variables. The control measures, CDI vocabulary at 21 months, and child sex were entered first. The copula \textit{is} input TTR was allowed entry in stepwise fashion (\textit{F to enter, p = .05}). This means that the TTR could only enter the regression if it explained unique variance in the dependent variable over and above the variance explained by the control variables. The regression for verb-\textit{s} was significant, $R^2 = .388, p = .001$. Semi-partial correlations revealed that 21-month CDI accounted for 6% of the unique variance, which was not significant $t = 1.873, p = .07$. Sex did not account for a significant portion of unique variance, 3%, $t = 1.557, p = .129$. On the other hand, the copula \textit{is} input TTR accounted for approximately 20% of the unique variance in verb-\textit{s}, $t = 3.320, p = .002$. In addition, approximately 9% of the variance was shared by the copula \textit{is} TTR and control variables (see Figure 2). The regression for verb past turned out quite differently. The overall regression was significant, $R^2 = .348, p < .001$. CDI vocabulary accounted for approximately 19% of the unique variance, $t = 3.824, p = .001$. The child’s sex accounted for approximately 15% of the variance, $t = 2.923, p = .006$. The copula \textit{is} input TTR did not account for a significant portion of unique variance, $t = .613, p > .05$ (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: Variance Accounted for in 36-month Verb-\textit{s} TEGI Probe Scores
4. Discussion

The parent copula *is* input TTR from 21 months was related to child copula *is* productivity at 30 months, nine months later. Furthermore, the copula *is* input TTR accounted for a significant, unique portion of variation in the accuracy of verb-*s* at 36 months, a full 15 months later. But the relationship between copula *is* input and verb inflection was specific to the verb affix that had the same feature specification as copula *is*, namely, [3rd person singular subject, present tense], supporting the hypothesis of cross-morpheme facilitation. Critically, the copula *is* input TTR was unrelated to verb past TEGI scores.

These findings are notable for several reasons. They are relevant to the general question of how children use input to learn individual morphemes. The diversity of the input should not be overlooked, as it may well facilitate acquisition. In this regard, copula *is* may be an example of a more general principle. If a morpheme is repeatedly heard by the child in only one lexical context, there is no reason for the learner to isolate it as a morpheme. It would more likely be learned as a rote portion of a larger lexical unit. With diversity in neighboring morphemes, the child should be better able to isolate the morpheme and pinpoint its grammatical feature context (Pinker, 1984; Slobin, 1973). Although these findings provide initial evidence for the plausibility of the hypothesis, future research is needed to dissociate input diversity from input frequency, something we have not done in the current study.

The findings also support the plausibility of a facilitative learning process. Adapting a term from Leonard et al. (2004), GML refers to this developmental form of generalization as *cross-morpheme facilitation* (Rispoli & Hadley, 2011; Rispoli et al., 2012). Facilitation occurs at the level of grammatical features. In particular, copula *is* bears the features [3rd person singular subject, present tense]. These are the same features born by verb-*s*. The present research suggests that this mechanism is fairly constrained to this feature specification, and does not extend to past verb inflection. The hypothesis would suggest that facilitation should also affect the acquisition of auxiliary *does* and auxiliary *is*. However, investigating these relationships was beyond the scope of the current study. Additionally, the hypothesis proposed in Rispoli et al. (2012), indicates that positional and functional processing in sentence production (Bock & Levelt, 1994) limit the extent of facilitation. Future research will be needed to determine the extent of facilitation.

Our findings cast doubt on the validity of the claim that the acquisition of tense and agreement in the third year of life proceeds in a piecemeal fashion (Pine, Conti-Ramsden, Joseph, Lieven, & Serriatrice, 2008). Because the input for copula *is* predicts verb-*s* acquisition, Usage-Based accounts of the acquisition of tense and agreement must concede that “abstraction” is underway during the third year of life. Not only is copula *is* a different morpheme than verb-*s*, the two occupy different surface syntactic positions. Therefore, their relationship must be very abstract indeed. Only generative approaches to grammatical development would posit such abstract knowledge so early in the third year of life (Wexler, 2011).

There are multiple limitations to this study that must be kept in mind as future research proceeds. Our study characterized input based on grammatical learning mechanisms hypothesized in GML. It will be important to investigate whether these properties of parent input are related to socioeconomic status (SES) in light of the SES-related differences that have been reported (e.g., Chevrot, Nardy &
Barbu, 2011; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Waterfall, Vevea, & Hedges, 2007; Rowe, 2008). However, the relationship between SES and the data-providing features of input for morphosyntactic learning are poorly understood. For example, the relationship between SES and lexical diversity in parent input is well documented, as is the relationship between parent lexical diversity and children’s subsequent vocabulary growth (Huttenlocher et al., 2010). It is possible that relationships between SES and children’s grammatical acquisition may be mediated by the effect of lexical diversity on morpheme learning. If that were so, SES per se is not responsible for slowing grammatical acquisition. Parental education and/or income do not alter the rate of grammatical development directly. They do so through SES-related input differences. To understand the nature of learning mechanisms and individual differences in children’s rate of learning, researchers must measure input directly without depending on SES as a surrogate for input quantity and quality measures (Miller, 2012). Future research will need to determine if the grammatical input properties characterized in this study are associated with SES and determine whether the relationships found hold after controlling for SES and differences in parents’ general lexical diversity.

In conclusion, this research provides new evidence that specific properties of grammatical input affect the rate of the acquisition of finiteness in the third year of life. Input effects stand side by side with biological factors endogenous to the child (Hadley & Holt, 2006; Hadley et al., 2011; Rice, Gayan, Smith, 2009), and in no way replace these effects. An important future goal of research in this field is to understand the ways in which biological, environmental and developmental factors join in determining an individual child’s rate of grammatical development. This goal is not only important from a theoretical point of view, but also from an applied point of view. It is our hope that this research contributes to that goal.
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